Android 11 battery drain fix

How to fix battery draining fast android. How to fix android phone battery draining fast. Android 11 battery drain fix samsung. Android 11 battery drain fix motorola. How to fix battery drain on android phones. Does android 11 improve battery life. Android 11 battery drain fix oneplus.
The latest version of its Apple’s mobile OS seems to make iPhone and iPad batteries lose juice faster than before. Mark Sullivan investigates and suggests a fix. Android users: If your phone’s battery has felt like it was crapping out lately, the most recent Google Play Services update may be to blame.Android Hacks points out that as of version 18.3.82,
Google Play Services has eaten up more battery than most apps, topping the usage charts for many users. It’s unclear if this affects everyone or only certain devices, but you can (and should) check your own usage charts by searching for “Battery Usage” in the settings app. To avoid the Google Play Services battery drain, we suggest holding off on
any pending updates until Google has announced an official fix. For those who have installed the latest version of Google Play Services, there are two simple ways to solve this, though neither is ideal.First, you can download the beta version of the Google Play Services app:Head to the Google Play Services beta opt-in pageClick or tap “Become a
tester”Wait for the beta version update to push to your phone. Those who do not have automatic updates will need to check Google Play for pending app updates and manually install it once it’s available.G/O Media may get a commissionThe usual beta software caveats apply: you might encounter bugs, crashes, and unexpected app behavior when
using unfinished software. This could be widespread, too, since Google Play Services handles the majority of your phone’s features, including notifications, app updates, and even basic system-level behavior and access to Google apps and services.The other potential solution to fix the battery-draining Google Play Services is to roll back to the previous
version of the Play services app. Fair warning that this, too, may cause some issues with compatibility and app behavior in some rare instances.Download and sideload the previous version of Google Play Services. Be sure to allow “apps from unknown sources” when trying to install. (APKMirror’s version is safe to download.)After you’ve rolled back
Play Services, go to Settings > Apps & Notifications > See AllScroll down and tap “Google Play Services.”Tap “Data Usage”Disable “Background Data,” which might prevent the app from updating in the background. If that doesn’t work, you can try disabling the Google Play Store app entirely, but that’s going to be inconvenient. One of the most

frustrating things about using a digital camera is that it always seems to run out of battery power at the worst times. What's the best way to get a little more power out of your battery? We have a few solutions. LongHa2006 / Getty Images There are many reasons why a camera's battery can drain quicker than normal. Aging rechargeables lose their
oomph over time. Features like automatic flash and the LCD screen require a lot of power. Or it could be a case of operator error (you forgot to charge it). Try some of the suggestions below to get a little more life out of your camera battery between charging sessions. Replace the old battery. Rechargeable batteries lose the ability to hold a full charge
over time. If your battery is a few years old, you might need to replace it. Check for corrosion. Corrosion commonly occurs when a battery is stored inside a camera for several weeks without being used, especially in a humid environment. A battery with corrosion on it has green or brown smudges on the metal connectors. Remove the buildup, or the
battery might not charge properly. Make sure there are no deep scratches or other smudges on the battery's metal contacts or the metal contacts inside the battery compartment. Anything that prevents the metal contacts from making a close connection may cause below-average battery performance. Use the viewfinder. If your camera has a
viewfinder, use it to frame photos and turn off the LCD, which causes a significant power drain. If you prefer the LCD, turning down the brightness can help preserve the battery. Also, avoid excessively scrolling through stored photos or cycling through the camera's menus. Turn on battery-saving mode. If your camera has a power-saving feature, use
it. It powers the camera down after a period of inactivity, which is helpful if you forget to turn it off manually. You can find this feature in the camera's settings. Check the manual for your specific model if you have trouble locating it. Stop shooting in RAW. RAW image files capture the most information when taking a photo, which gives more options
when post-processing an image. This format requires more resolution, which can drain a battery faster. If you're taking photos of your kids playing in the park, you probably don't need RAW files. Save this format for a big event or for situations where you know you want to do a lot of editing after the shoot. Temperature matters. Using the camera in
cold weather can cause a battery to perform below its projected lifespan. It won't hold its full charge if it's stored in a cold location. If you must shoot in cold conditions, carry the battery in a pocket close to your body. Body heat allows it to stay warmer than it would inside the camera. This can help it maintain its full charge for a longer amount of
time. Pick up an extra battery. Carrying extras is the best way to ensure you have enough power for a project. Because most digital cameras contain rechargeable batteries that only fit inside one particular model, you cannot easily swap a battery from a different camera into your current one, so you have to purchase a second. Thanks for letting us
know! Get the Latest Tech News Delivered Every Day Subscribe Tell us why! Some iPhone 4S users are still complaining about rapid battery drain following Apple’s iOS 5.0.1 system update that began rolling out to users Thursday. IOS 5.0.1 was supposed to fix several bugs that caused some iPhone 4S and older iPhone devices to rapidly discharge
their batteries. The update also brings more multitouch gestures to the original iPad, several bug fixes for iCloud, and improved Siri voice recognition capability for Australian accents. Users still experiencing battery drain problems after the update are taking their frustrations to Apple’s online forums. “Updated about 1.5 hours ago, battery has
drained 20% since then with no usage! This is awful,” said forum user coloradoappleuser. “Lost 15% in 45 mins and I didn’t even use the phone. What happened?,” said anotherforum commenter. While the majority of forum participants claim the iOS 5.0.1 update hasn’t fixed their battery drain issue, some say the problem has been resolved. Others
are advising complainers to be patient and suggesting that resetting the phone to factory conditions may help the battery fix take effect. “Most likely you need to reset the network/device itself and discharge/recharge! It’s not magic! Enthusiasm is normal but Apple users have to learn to be methodical,” said one particularly scolding forum comment.
Some users are also claiming the update is causing new issues for older devices. “3GS battery was far better with iOS 5. how can we downgrade?,” asked one user, a sentiment echoed by several others. Apple has not commented on the reported problems some users are still facing, and it’s not clear whether the new software fix will take several
charges and discharges to take effect. If iOS 5.0.1 is causing problems for older devices it wouldn’t be the first time; Apple has faced similar complaints in the past. Last summer after Apple rolled out iOS 4, iPhone 3G owners complained of slow performance, poor battery performance and hardware overheating. The problems also sparked at least one
class action lawsuit. Apple eventually improved the situation with an update in late 2010 to iOS 4.2. Connect with Ian Paul (@ianpaul) and Today@PCWorld on Twitter for the latest tech news and analysis. The only thing shorter than iPhone's battery life is Apple fans' patience iPhone owners are voicing more iOS 6.1.3 battery drain concerns today,
claiming that the latest update for their Apple smartphone has resulted in a shortened battery life."After 'upgrading' to 6.1.3 a few days ago I have been experiencing major battery drain," wrote Apple Support forum poster Joe, who said he tried all of the reasonable solutions posted."It's draining about 1 percent every 7 minutes but that's with the
phone not in use. In contrast, last week before the update I would charge my phone at night (and on a day without use) it would still be around 99 percent."Joe isn't the only iPhone owner experiencing the iOS 6.1.3 battery drain glitch and demanding a fix. This particular message board post has 175 replies and 14,777 views in under a week.Worse,
there are 30 more threads dedicated to battery drainage that have gone up in the Apple Support Communities forum since iOS 6.1.3 was released.The good news is that while iPhone 5 and iPhone 4S owners have made up a majority of those beset by battery withdraw problems, iPad 4 and iPad mini owners seem to be in the clear for the most
part.More iOS 6.1.3 glitchesiOS 6.1.3 managed to plug security holes that iOS jailbreak hackers were taking advantage of to install custom software, as well as provide a lockscreen fix.However, in addition to the battery drain problems, users have uncovered a new lockscreen glitch, one that allows for unauthorized access to contacts and photos even
with the passcode screen enabled.Apple hasn't had a major iOS update without a rash of complaints in some time, and battery drain issues have been the source of the problem before.iOS 6.0.2 notably affected new iPhone 5 owners after the update, and before that, iOS 5 battery drainage issues caused Apple to release a patch by the way of iOS
5.0.1.And it seems as if Apple is running into problems on all fronts, as its two-step verification feature exposed users' Apple ID, iCloud, and iTunes accounts to a major password reset flaw last week.Apple has yet to respond to a TechRadar inquiry into the iOS 6.1.3 glitch or whether or not iOS 6.1.4 is on its way.However, the next update now has to
address two problems - battery drain and lockscreen glitch 2.0 - for the emotionally and technologically drained iPhone owners.
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